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The best features, sizing, and value
More Sizes for a Better Fit.

Incorporating extensive fit and field research and the widest
range of sizes available means that Orvis has a wader that fits
you perfectly. This is the most comprehensive selection
of waders available. Besides being more comfortable, a betterfitting wader prolongs wader life by minimizing abrasion
and reducing water resistance so wading takes less effort. We
guarantee that you’ll find a wader that fits your performance
needs, your budget, and your size.

No Sweat Breathability.

Orvis revolutionized the breathable wader with the No Sweat®
fabric system. No Sweat waders keep you cool and dry by
allowing vapor generated by activity to escape through the
wader fabric, both above, and below the waterline.

Pro Guide 3
More comfort and durability
than ever. Seams at rear of legs
save wear and tear. All-new,
lighter, stronger, and more
puncture-resistant fabric. 100%
waterproof stretch uppers for
a better fit. $349

Tailwaters XT
The most comfortable
and versatile wader made.
stockingfoot $329
exclusive integrated
bootfoot $379

Extensive Field Testing.

Every Orvis wader model is extensively tested for comfort
and performance by a staff of dedicated field testers and
guides who spend hundreds of hours a year on the water.

100% Guaranteed.

If your waders fail due to a manufacturing or materials
defect, Orvis will repair or replace them at our discretion,
free of charge.
This guarantee does not cover abuse, improper care, accidents,
or the normal breakdown of materials over time. All defective
or damaged waders should be returned to Orvis for evaluation,
or call Orvis direct at 800-548-9548. For detailed wader care
and repair instructions, return location, or shipping instructions,
visit www.orvis.com/wadercare.

Silver Label
The best-performance wading
value. XT Bootfoot offers
lightweight and durable integrated
wading boots. All come with new
rear leg seams, interior storage chest
pouch, and attached gravel guards.
stockingfoot $229
bootfoot starting at $229

5% of our pretax profit goes to conservation

Endura™
Bootfoot and stockingfoot
in our best-priced
combination of durability
and breathability available.
stockingfoot $149
bootfoot $198
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Pro Guide 3

A

More comfortable and durable than
An all-new waterproof, breathable version of No Sweat® fabric
is made with a special double-weave condenier polyester
microfiber outer shell for superior durability. The No Sweat
fabric is double-layered from thighs to feet for maximum
abrasion resistance.

A N
 ew double-weave condenier
polyester microfiber outer
shell
B breathable microporous
polyurethane coating
C breathable membrane
D nylon tricot knit

A
B
C
D

A. Pro Guide 3 Waders
More comfort and durability than ever. We moved the seams at the inside of the
legs to the back of the leg to save wear and tear that comes from the wader legs
rubbing together. This means your waders last, and you stay drier, longer. Our
all-new exclusive double-weave condenier fabric is also stronger than the original
Pro Guide 2, so it wears more comfortably while it resists punctures better than
ever. We added the same lightweight, 100% waterproof stretch material in our
Tailwaters™ XT uppers to the top for a better fit. The top easily folds down inside
your waders for more comfort when you’re fishing on hot days, from a driftboat,
or when wading shallower water. Imported. KM861K | $349

“I’ve worn Pro Guide 3 waders from the Salt River
in Wyoming to the rivers of New York. I’ve worn
them in the cold and snow, working and guiding
from a driftboat, wade fishing, and pushing through
thickets and briars. Not a single leak. On top of
being so tough, they’re also super comfortable.”
– Dave Barbor, Orvis-Endorsed Guide
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Body Size

Chest*

Inseam
Range

Bootie Range

Height Range

Weight Range

S

34-36

28-30

7-8

5'5"-5'8"

130-160

M/Short

38-40

28-30

8-9

5'5"-5'8"

140-180

M

38-40

30-32

8-9, 10-11

5'7"-5'10"

140-180

M/Long

38-40

32-34

9-10, 11-12

5'10"-6'1"

140-180

L/Short

42-44

30-32

8-9, 10-11

5'7"-5'10"

180-220

L

42-44

32-34

9-10, 10-11, 11-12

5'11"-6'2"

180-220

L/Long

42-44

34-36

10-11, 12-13

6'1"-6'4"

180-220

XL/Short

46-48

32-34

10-11

5'11"-6'2"

210-240

XL

46-48

34-36

10-11, 12-13

6'1"-6'4"

210-240

XL/Long

46-48

36-38

12-13

6'2"-6'5"

210-240

XXL/Short

50-52

34-36

11-12

6'1"-6'4"

220-260

XXL
*or largest girth

50-52

36-38

12-13

6'2"-6'5"

220-260
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The highest-wear areas are the most
puncture resistant. The single fabric
panel on the seat and lower leg
includes two layers of tightly woven
polyester microfiber.

Five-layer
seat and
lower front leg

is waterproof, breathable
No Sweat® fabric. The face
fabric is brushed for
softness and stealth.

Fourlayer
body
fabric

Conversion system
includes a built-in
four-way stretch fabric
upper that is waterproof, breathable, very
light, and not bulky—
it folds easily,
comfortably, and
inconspicuously into
the waist when
the conditions call for
a cool, comfortable
waist-high wader.

Patented

Elastic, hook-and-loop detachable
and adjustable suspenders
are so light you hardly know
you’re wearing them. Easily
removed to convert to
a waist-high wader.

Lightweight

32-34
34-36
36-38
34-36
36-38

38-40
42-44
42-44
42-44

46-48

L/Short
L
L/Long

XL/Short 46-48
46-48

M/Long

XL
XL/Long

XXL/Short 50-52
XXL

32-34

30-32

32-34

30-32

28-30

*or largest girth

Offered in whole boot sizes only.

50-52

34-36

38-40

8, 9

12-14

n/a

n/a

10-14

n/a

11-13

9-12

9, 10

10-12

8-11

8-9

12-13

11-12

12-13

10-11, 12-13

10-11

10-11, 12-13

9-10, 11-12

8-9, 10-11

9-10, 11-12

8-9, 10-11

5'5"-5'8"

6'2"-6'5"

6'1"-6'4"

6'2"-6'5"

6'1"-6'4"

5'11"-6'2"

6'1"-6'4"

5'11"-6'2"

5'7"-5'10"

5'10"-6'1"

5'7"-5'10"

220-260

220-260

210-240

210-240

210-240

180-220

180-220

180-220

140-180

140-180

140-180

38-40
M

5'5"-5'8"
M/Short

7-8

130-160

7, 8

34-36

S

28-30

Weight
Range

Body		
Inseam Bootfoot StockingHeight
Size Chest* Range
Sizes Bootie Range Range

Tailwaters XT Sizes

The Fit

Don’t compromise performance
for comfort. With five-layer fabric
reinforcements in key areas
and a four-way waterproof,
breathable stretch upper so
comfortable you’ll forget it’s
there, the Tailwaters XT™ is the
ideal combination of comfort
and performance.

The most comfortable
high-performance wader.
Stockingfoot or Bootfoot.

Tailwaters XT

ORVIS WADERS 2009

available in
studded felt sole

is built into the stockingfoot wader. You get
the support of a wading
shoe, the fit of a stockingfoot, and the convenience of a bootfoot,
all in one integrated
system. And all for
one price. You actually
pay less for the
system than if
you were to buy
a comparable
wading boot
and waders.

Attached
Wading Shoe

Bootfoot:

Attached Wading Shoe or
Traditional Stockingfoot

knee area improves mobility and fit. By shaping
the knee area for movement, the wader fits closer
to the body for an athletic fit.

Articulated

Anatomically
sculpted left
and right
booties provide
the perfect
fit—no bunching
that can be
uncomfortable
and shorten
the life of your
wader. Attached
gravel guards.

Anatomically shaped for comfort

Stockingfoot:

KM60K7 | tailwaters xt bootfoot | $379
KM82P9 | tailwaters xt studded | $398
KM89R7 | stockingfoot | $329

• In sage.

• Wading shoe has durable felt sole.

• Included are fabric patch wader repair
kit and wader belt.

• Stretch upper has adjustable elastic
draw cord.

• Boot features D-ring lacing with lace locks.

The Details

ORVIS WADERS 2009

quality and satisfaction guaranteed
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Silver Label waders.

easy, comfortable,
waist-high conversion
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All-new fit. Far more comfort
A. New Silver Label
Stockingfoot Waders
Completely updated, top-to-bottom,
for more comfort and harder fishing. A
second layer of our No Sweat® fabric added
from the knees down and inner-leg seams
relocated to the rear of the leg reduce wear
and tear at key abrasion points for longer life. new 2-way stretch,
lightweight, upper
A new 2-way stretch, lightweight, waterand side panel adds
proof upper and side panel fabric moves and more comfort
breathes better than other waders for more
comfort. Plus, the upper tucks down neatly and quickly inside
the bottom of the wader; great for hot days, low water, and driftboat fishing. A laser-cut, waterproof pocket, with a vertical zipper
for quick access, keeps your camera and other gear dry. The new
lightweight “Y” suspenders quickly adjust for a custom fit, and the
belt’s slim profile is more comfortable than other belts. Attached
neoprene gravel guards. Sculpted neoprene booties for a closer
more comfortable fit. In silver sage, tan. Women’s in silver sage only.
KM0G08 | men’s | $229
KM0G2R | women’s | $229

Wader Size
Small Petite
Small Regular
Medium Petite
Medium Regular
Medium Tall
Large Petite
Large Regular
Large Tall
XL Regular
*or largest girth

Body Size
6-8
6-8
10-12
10-12
10-12
14-16
14-16
14-16
18-20

Bust*
34-36
34-36
36-38
36-38
36-38
39-41
39-41
39-41
43-45

tan

rear leg
seams reduce
abrasion

sculpted
booties

Men’s Silver Label Stockingfoot Sizes

Women’s Silver Label Stockingfoot Sizes
Inseam
Range
28-29
30-31
28-29
30-31
32-33
28-29
30-31
32-33
30-31

silver
sage

Bootie
Range
5-7
7-9
7-9
7-9
8-10
7-9
8-10
9-11
9-11

Height
Range
5'-5'4"
5'4"-5'8"
5'-5'4"
5'4"-5'8"
5'8"-6'
5'-5'4"
5'4"-5'8"
5'8"-6'
5'4"-5'8"

Body Size
Small
Medium Short
Medium
Medium Long
Large Short
Large
Large Long
XL Short
XL
XL Long
XXL Short
XXL
*or largest girth

Chest* Inseam Bootie Range Height Range Weight Range
34-36
28-30
7-9
5'5"-5'8"
130-160
38-40
28-30
7-9
5'5"-5'8"
140-180
38-40
30-32
8-10
5'7"-5'10"
140-180
38-40
32-34
9-11
5’10"-6'1"
140-180
42-44
28-30
8-10
5'7"-5'10"
180-220
42-44
30-32
9-11
5'10"-6'2"
180-220
42-44
32-34
10-12
6'1"-6'4"
180-220
46-48
28-30
9-11
5'7"-5'10"
210-240
46-48
30-32
10-12
5'10"-6'2"
210-240
46-48
32-34
12-14
6'1"-6'4"
210-240
50-52
28-30
10-12
5'7"-5'10"
220-260
50-52
30-32
12-14
5'10"-6'3"
220-260

Ultra-Light...The lightest with full support and protection.
B. Ultra-light Wading Shoe
Just 38 oz. a pair in size 10, yet the Ultra-Light provides comfortable full support and
protection unlike any other travel wading shoe. You get the same comfortable fit profile as
the Henry’s Fork, constructed from quick-drying, tough nylon and synthetic Nubuck
durable enough for everyday use. A natural rubber protective layer over the toe withstands
wear. Speed-lace eyelets with one-pull top locking mechanism keeps laces locked and
boots snug all day. Saves the time and hassle of re-lacing while you
fish. In gray. Men’s whole sizes 7-13. Women’s whole sizes
6-11. If you are a half size, or prefer heavier socks, order
the next larger size. 38 oz. in size 10. Imported.
KM92EC-70 | men’s felt soles | $98
KM92EG-60 | women’s felt soles | $98
KM92EC-71 | men’s studded felt soles | $119

quality and satisfaction guaranteed

B
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Silver Label Bootfo

The best-value bootfoot wader. Maximum
No more inseam stitching
seams moved to back of leg prevent
abrasion and increase mobility, comfort
and durability

Attached
mesh lace
guard

New integrated
bootfoot, lightweight
with hiking boot support

A. Silver Label Bootfoot
Extremely lightweight yet durable integrated
wading boots give our new and improved
Silver Label waders a whole new edge
in comfort and convenience. Just slip the
waders on, and you’re ready to go. No need
for separate wading boots. The durable
and comfortable boots give great ankle
support and traction, and the wide laces
cinch down tight and stay put. We’ve also
moved the seams at the inner legs to the
back of the leg to eliminate any wear and
tear from rubbing. Our popular 4-layer,
No Sweat fabric system with its softbrushed outer polyester face fabric, gives
added puncture and abrasion protection
with double-reinforced knees and lower
legs. New adjustable suspenders have
“reversing’’ buckles to double as a belt when
you wear waders as waist-highs. Great for
fishing in low water, on hot days, or from
a driftboat. The adjustable belt sports an
elastic panel to stretch slightly for added
comfort. Mesh lace guards keep laces out
of the way. Repair kit included. Comes in
a handy nylon stuff sack with mesh panels
for ventilation. In silver sage. Imported. See
size chart below.
KM58T9 | felt sole | $298
KM840H | lug sole | $365
KM60L7 | women’s felt-sole bootfoot, in same
boot style as hippers on opposite page | $229

Men’s and Women’s
Men’s Silver Label Bootfoot Sizes
Body Size Chest*
S
34-36
M
38-40
L
42-44
XL
46-48
XXL
50-52
*or largest girth

Bootfoot felt or
lug sole versions
62
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Inseam
Range
28-30
30-32
32-34
34-36
36-38

Bootfoot
Size
7, 8
8-11
9-12
10-14
12-14

Height
Range
5'5"-5'8"
5'7"-5'10"
5'11"-6'2"
6'1"-6'4"
6'2"-6'5"

Weight
Range
130-160
140-180
180-220
210-240
220-260

ORVIS WADERS 2009
C

ot Wader s

B

comfort and convenience.

Converts to a
waist wader
opposing suspender
buckles serve
as a belt

B. Silver Label 2 hippers in Stockingfoot
or Bootfoot Models
Same fabric as full waders. Two adjustment straps—one to
cinch to the upper leg, the other to secure to your belt and
to adjust height—with quick-release buckles. Stockingfoot
booties are high-density neoprene. Bootfoot model features
same fabric and boot as the full bootfoot wader. In dark
olive. Imported.
KM60L4 | stockingfoot sizes: S(5-7), M(8-10), L(9-11),
XL(10-12), XXL(12-14) | $149
KM60L5 | bootfoot whole sizes: 5-14 | $179
C. Silver label 2 Waist High Stockingfoot
Perfect for most wading situations like summer wading and
driftboat use. Less bulky to pack than a chest wader. Same
construction elements as the stockingfoot waders. Adjustable
nylon belt threads through belt loops. Sizes S(5-7), M(8-10),
L(9-11), XL(10-12), XXL(12-14). In dark olive. Imported.
KM69EC | $198

Wading Accessories
Silver Label Sizing
Women’s Silver Label Bootfoot Sizes
Wader Size
Small Petite
Small Regular
Medium Petite
Medium Regular
Medium Tall
Large Petite
Large Regular
Large Tall
XL Regular
*or largest girth

Body Size
6-8
6-8
10-12
10-12
10-12
14-16
14-16
14-16
18-20

Bust*
34-36
34-36
36-38
36-38
36-38
39-41
39-41
39-41
43-45

Inseam
Range
28-29
30-31
28-29
30-31
32-33
28-29
30-31
32-33
30-31

Bootfoot
Sizes
6, 7
8, 9
8, 9
8, 9
9, 10
8, 9
8, 9, 10
9, 10
10, 11

Height
Range
5'-5'4"
5'4"-5'8"
5'-5'4"
5'4"-5'8"
5'8"-6'
5'-5'4"
5'4"-5'8"
5'8"-6'
5'4"-5'8"

quality and satisfaction guaranteed

D. Adjustable Wader Belt
Indestructible polypropylene/
polyester blend web with a rugged
polycarbonate buckle. Buckle closes
securely and releases with the firm
pull of the tag end. One size fits all.
In black. USA.
KM97RX | $7.95
E. Infinity Gravel Guards
One size fits all. Full-length hookand-loop closure provides infinite
adjustment for maximum protection
against wader-damaging sand and
gravel. Special nylon lace hook will
not detach while wading. Imported.
KM317T | $29

D

E
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New Endura Wade

seams moved to back
of legs for comfort and
durability

5-layer
lower
wader for
durability

left- and
right-foot
sculpted
booties
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ers Tougher and more comfortable than ever
A. Endura
Stockingfoot Waders
Add a new 3-layer upper
and a 5-layer lower for better abrasion resistance plus a back-seam
construction to eliminate inseam
abrasion and you have one tough,
but comfortable, wader to hold
up to hard fishing. Low profile
suspender buckles and belt buckle.
Belt has stretch panel for added
comfort. Three integrated belt
loops to keep belt in place. Flip out
pocket to store keys, wallet, fishing
license, etc. Sculpted neoprene
booties for comfortable fit into
boots. In tan. Imported.
KM0G2L | men’s | $149
KM0G2X | women’s | $149

easy conversion to waist wader

felt sole boots for
safe footing and
traction

women’s waders
in exclusive sizing
for trim fit
and maximum
comfort

Men’s Sizes
Body Size
Small
Medium Short
Medium
Medium Long
Large Short
Large
Large Long
XL Short
XL
XL Long
XXL Short
XXL

Chest*
34-36
38-40
38-40
38-40
42-44
42-44
42-44
46-48
46-48
46-48
50-52
50-52

Inseam
28-30
28-30
30-32
32-34
28-30
30-32
32-34
28-30
30-32
32-34
28-30
30-32

Bootie
Range
7-9
7-9
8-10
9-11
8-10
9-11
10-12
9-11
10-12
12-14
10-12
12-14

Height
Range
5'5"-5'8"
5'5"-5'8"
5'7"-5'10"
5'10-6'1"
5'7"-5'10"
5'10"-6'2
6'1"-6'4"
5'7"-5'10"
5'10"-6'2"
6'1"-6'4"
5'7"-5'10"
5'10"-6'3"

Weight
Range
130-160
140-180
140-180
140-180
180-220
180-220
180-220
210-240
210-240
210-240
220-260
220-260

Bootie
Range
5-7
7-9
7-9
7-9
8-10
7-9
8-10
9-11
9-11

Bootfoot
Size
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

Women’s Sizes
Inseam
Wader Size
Body Size
Bust*
Range
Small Petite
6-8
34-36
28-29
Small Regular
6-8
34-36
30-31
Medium Petite
10-12
36-38
28-29
Medium Regular
10-12
36-38
30-31
Medium Tall
10-12
36-38
32-33
Large Petite
14-16
39-41
28-29
Large Regular
14-16
39-41
30-31
Large Tall
14-16
39-41
32-33
XL Regular
18-20
43-45
30-31
Petite height range: 5'0"-5'4" Regular height range: 5'4"-5'8"
Tall height range: 5'8"-6'0"
*or largest girth

Endura Bootfoot
B. Endura™ Breathable
Bootfoot Waders
The comfortable neoprene-lined boot features a raised
and vented removable insole to circulate air and give
comfort with every step. Plus, a felt sole for solid, safe
traction. Built around a new four-layer fabric system
with a 5th layer of polyester microfiber reinforcing the
knees to give added protection where a wader takes
most of its abuse. The main four-layer fabric is of a
tightly woven, polyester face fabric coated with a layer
of breathable polyurethane, with a breathable membrane
and a nylon tricot backing to handle all you dish out
when fishing. A full-time wader for all levels, built to last,
unlike similarly priced waders. Adjustable suspenders with
opposing buckles easily convert the wader to waist high.
Stockingfoot in high-density neoprene booties. Wade
safety belt included in both models. In tan. Imported.
KM42EC | $198

Men’s Endura Bootfoot Sizes
Body Size
S
M
L
XL
XXL
*or largest girth

Chest*
34-36
38-40
42-44
46-48
50-52

Inseam
Range
28-30
30-32
32-34
34-36
36-38

Bootfoot
Size
7, 8
8-11
9-12
10-14
12-14

Height
Range
5'5"-5'8"
5'7"-5'10"
5'11"-6'2"
6'1"-6'4"
6'2"-6'5"

visit an orvis retail store, see order form for locations

Weight
Range
130-160
140-180
180-220
210-240
220-260
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Orvis waders at a glance
More Sizes
for a Better Fit.

Incorporating extensive fit and field
research and the widest range of sizes
available means that Orvis has a wader
that fits you perfectly. This is the most
comprehensive selection of waders
available. Besides being more comfortable,
a better-fitting wader prolongs wader life
by minimizing abrasion and reducing
water resistance so wading takes less
effort. We guarantee that you’ll find a
wader that fits your performance needs,
your budget, and your size.

No Sweat Breathability.

Orvis revolutionized the breathable
wader with the No Sweat™ fabric system.

Pack & Travel
Patent-pending SonicSeam
technology, our lightest weight
most supple waders are as
comfortable as chinos yet
rugged too. And they pack
down in their own stuff sack,
perfect for carry-on travel and
backcountry angling. $229

60

No Sweat waders keep you cool and dry
by allowing vapor generated by activity
to escape through the wader fabric, both
above and below the waterline.

Extensive Field Testing.

Every Orvis wader model is extensively
tested for comfort and performance
by a staff of dedicated field testers and
guides who spend hundreds of hours a
year on the water.

100% Guaranteed.

If your waders fail due to a
manufacturing or materials defect,
Orvis will repair or replace them at our
discretion, free of charge.

Pro Guide
More comfort and durability
than ever. Seams at rear of legs
save wear and tear. All-new,
lighter, stronger, and more
puncture-resistant fabric. 100%
waterproof upper side panel
for a better fit. $349
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This guarantee does not cover abuse,
improper care, accidents, or the
normal breakdown of materials
over time. All defective or damaged
waders should be returned to Orvis
for evaluation, or call Orvis direct
at 800-548-9548. For detailed wader
care and repair instructions, return
location, or shipping instructions, visit
orvis.com/wadercare.

Silver Label
The best-performance
wading value. Rear leg seams,
interior storage chest pouch,
and attached gravel guards. In
men’s and women’s sizes.
stockingfoot $249

Inspect, Clean,
Dry your Gear.
See page 68 for details on
stopping Didymosphenia
geminata also known as
“rock snot’’ and other
invasive species.

Endura™
Bootfoot and stockingfoot
in our best-priced combination of durability and
breathability available.
stockingfoot $149
bootfoot $198

ORVIS WADERS 2010

New Pack & Travel Waders
with SonicSeam technology $229.
Our lightest-weight waders pack down
and hold up to hard use.
A. Pack & Travel Waders with SonicSeam technology
Pack them down, pack them in, and wear them in great comfort,
perfect for backcountry fishing, travel, and carry-on luggage. 30%
lighter than Pro Guide waders, they’re super lightweight, more flexible
and comfortable, yet rugged. Our all-new, cutting-edge waders
pack down and save space and weight; perfect for long trips or for
floatplane weight limits. A groundbreaking, patent-pending, and
exclusive sonic-welded seam technology eliminates threads that can
wear out and stitch holes that, over time, can eventually leak. Leg
seams run up the back of the wader to further reduce abrasion.
A special 3-layer breathable, waterproof fabric keeps you dry
and comfortable. Detachable suspenders make for easy
quick conversion to waist-high waders. In overcast.
Outershell: 100% nylon. Imported.
KM9X8R | $229

A groundbreaking,
patent-pending, and
exclusive sonic-welded
seam technology eliminates
threads that can wear out
and stitch holes that, over
time, can eventually leak.
Firehole River,
Yellowstone National Park
photo: John Juracek/Images on the Wildside

Men’s Stockingfoot Wader Sizes
Body Size
Small
Medium Short
Medium
Medium Long
Large Short
Large
Large Long
XL Short
XL
XL Long
XXL Short
XXL
*or largest girth

Chest* Inseam Bootie
Range
34-36 28-30
7-9
38-40 28-30
7-9
38-40 30-32
8-10
38-40 32-34
9-11
42-44 28-30
8-10
42-44 30-32
9-11
42-44 32-34
10-12
46-48 28-30
9-11
46-48 30-32
10-12
46-48 32-34
12-14
50-52 28-30
10-12
50-52 30-32
12-14

Height Weight Range
Range
5'5"-5'8"
130-160
5'5"-5'8"
140-180
5'7"-5'10"
140-180
5’10"-6'1"
140-180
5'7"-5'10"
180-220
5'10"-6'2"
180-220
6'1"-6'4"
180-220
5'7"-5'10"
210-240
5'10"-6'2"
210-240
6'1"-6'4"
210-240
5'7"-5'10"
220-260
5'10"-6'3"
220-260

12" x 61⁄2"

waders pack down to about
the size of your wading shoes

comments on products are welcome at orvis.com
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New Pro

Maximum dur

A
internal flip-out zip
security pocket stores
wallet and keys safely

external chest handwarmer
pocket features fleece-lined
handwarmers behind
a zip-close mesh pocket

special
stretch
fabric upper
panel for
easy casting
movement
and comfort

new seams relocated from inner
thigh to the back of the legs for
longer life, far greater abrasion
resistance, and comfort

anatomically sculpted Hypalon®
left and right booties for more
comfort

punctureresistant
five layers
of fabric at
lower legs

attached gravel guards never
get lost or separated
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easy conversion to a waist
wader—remove suspenders and
fold upper into waist
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Guide Waders

ability and comfort for $349.

Ahuriri river,
South Island, New Zealand
photo: Erik Argotti

Pro Guide Wader Sizes
Body Size
Small
Medium Short
Medium
Medium Long
Large Short
Large
Large Long
XL Short
XL
XL Long
XXL Short
XXL
*or largest girth

Chest* Inseam Bootie
Range
34-36 28-30
7-9
38-40 28-30
7-9
38-40 30-32
8-10
38-40 32-34
9-11
42-44 28-30
8-10
42-44 30-32
9-11
42-44 32-34
10-12
46-48 28-30
9-11
46-48 30-32
10-12
46-48 32-34
12-14
50-52 28-30
10-12
50-52 30-32
12-14

Height Weight Range
Range
5'5"-5'8"
130-160
5'5"-5'8"
140-180
5'7"-5'10"
140-180
5’10"-6'1"
140-180
5'7"-5'10"
180-220
5'10"-6'2"
180-220
6'1"-6'4"
180-220
5'7"-5'10"
210-240
5'10"-6'2"
210-240
6'1"-6'4"
210-240
5'7"-5'10"
220-260
5'10"-6'3"
220-260

A. Pro Guide Waders
Get more comfort and maximum durability in our new and
improved Pro Guide waders. An exclusive double-weave condenier
fabric is lighter and stronger than original Pro Guides, so it wears
more comfortably, with more mobility, without sacrificing durability.
Plus, the new, lightweight, 100% waterproof upper stretch fabric
gives you greater agility and a better fit. All while a new 5-layer
fabric in lower leg increases abrasion and puncture resistance. Rear
leg seams save wear and tear from legs rubbing together. Removable
suspenders let them fold down easily for more comfort when you’re
fishing on hot days, from a boat or when wading shallow water.
Neoprene gravel guards help seal out debris and aquatic invasives.
Front handwarmer pocket with zippered mesh pocket. Wading belt
included. In khaki. Imported. KM2A90 | $349

“The new Pro Guide Waders are,
in a word, fantastic! From the toe
to the top of the waders, the Pro
Guides have a perfectly functional
design and superior fit. For example,
the reinforced material in the lower
portion of the waders and through
the legs and knees allows me to
wade and hike aggressively without
thinking about tearing a leak in
them. The comfortable fit makes the
Pro Guides incredibly comfortable
to wear all day. They have great
pockets for fly boxes and just the
right pocket to warm my hands.
The Pro Guides are fantastic and
are my new ‘go-to’ waders.”
– Jim Hickey, 2009 Orvis-Endorsed
Guide of the Year, WorldCast Anglers
worldcastanglers.com

B. Pro Guide
Replacement
Suspenders
Replacement
suspenders for Pro
Guide 2 and Pro
Guide Waders.
KM1X1E | $11.95

find an orvis store near you at orvis.com/stores
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Silver Label. Our best-selling waders. Great

easy, comfortable,
waist-high conversion
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C

fit. More comfort. $249

Waist waders
and hippers
Great for the boat
or small streams.
new 2-way stretch, lightweight, upper and side panel adds
more comfort • rear leg seams reduce abrasion • sculpted
booties for a more comfortable fit in wader boots

A. Silver Label Stockingfoot Waders
Fish hard and stay dry in great comfort. A second layer of
our No Sweat™ fabric added from the knees down and
inner-leg seams relocated to the rear of the leg reduce wear
and tear at key abrasion points for longer life. A 2-way
stretch, lightweight, waterproof upper and side panel fabric
moves and breathes better than other waders for more
comfort. Plus, the upper tucks down neatly and quickly
inside the bottom of the wader; great for hot days, low
water, and driftboat fishing. A laser-cut, waterproof pocket,
with a vertical zipper for quick access, keeps your camera
and other gear dry. The new lightweight “Y” suspenders
quickly adjust for a custom fit, and the belt’s slim profile
is more comfortable than other belts. Attached neoprene
gravel guards. Sculpted neoprene booties for a closer more
comfortable fit. In silver sage. Imported.
KM0G08 | men’s | $249
KM0G2R | women’s | $249

Men’s Silver Label Stockingfoot Sizes
Body Size
Small
Medium Short
Medium
Medium Long
Large Short
Large
Large Long
XL Short
XL
XL Long
XXL Short
XXL
*or largest girth

Chest* Inseam Bootie
Range
34-36 28-30
7-9
38-40 28-30
7-9
38-40 30-32
8-10
38-40 32-34
9-11
42-44 28-30
8-10
42-44 30-32
9-11
42-44 32-34
10-12
46-48 28-30
9-11
46-48 30-32
10-12
46-48 32-34
12-14
50-52 28-30
10-12
50-52 30-32
12-14

Height Weight Range
Range
5'5"-5'8"
130-160
5'5"-5'8"
140-180
5'7"-5'10"
140-180
5’10"-6'1"
140-180
5'7"-5'10"
180-220
5'10"-6'2"
180-220
6'1"-6'4"
180-220
5'7"-5'10"
210-240
5'10"-6'2"
210-240
6'1"-6'4"
210-240
5'7"-5'10"
220-260
5'10"-6'3"
220-260

Women’s Silver Label Stockingfoot Sizes
Wader Size
Small Petite
Small Regular
Medium Petite
Medium Regular
Medium Tall
Large Petite
Large Regular
Large Tall
XL Regular
*or largest girth

Body Size
6-8
6-8
10-12
10-12
10-12
14-16
14-16
14-16
18-20

Bust*
34-36
34-36
36-38
36-38
36-38
39-41
39-41
39-41
43-45

Inseam
Range
28-29
30-31
28-29
30-31
32-33
28-29
30-31
32-33
30-31

Bootie
Range
5-7
7-9
7-9
7-9
8-10
7-9
8-10
9-11
9-11

Height
Range
5'-5'4"
5'4"-5'8"
5'-5'4"
5'4"-5'8"
5'8"-6'
5'-5'4"
5'4"-5'8"
5'8"-6'
5'4"-5'8"

B

B. Silver Label 2 hippers
in Stockingfoot or Bootfoot Models
Same fabric as full waders. Two adjustment straps—one to cinch to
the upper leg, the other to secure to your belt and to adjust height—
with quick-release buckles. Stockingfoot booties are high-density
neoprene. Bootfoot model features same fabric and boot as the full
bootfoot wader. In dark olive. Imported.
KM60L4-21 | stockingfoot sizes: S(5-7), M(8-10), L(9-11),
XL(10-12), XXL(12-14) | $149
KM60L5-21 | bootfoot whole sizes: 5-14 | $179
C. Silver label 2 Waist-High Stockingfoot
Perfect for most wading situations like summer wading and driftboat
use. Less bulky to pack than a chest wader. Same construction
elements as the stockingfoot waders. Adjustable nylon belt threads
through belt loops. In dark olive. See size chart at left. Imported.
KM69EC | $198

comments on products are welcome at orvis.com
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Endura Waders for men

Tougher, more comfortable, and a better

seams moved to back
of legs for comfort and
durability

5-layer
lower
wader for
durability

left- and
right-foot
sculpted
booties
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and women

value than ever at $149.
easy conversion to waist wader

A. Endura
Stockingfoot
Waders
Add a new 3-layer upper
and a 5-layer lower for better
abrasion resistance plus a backseam construction to eliminate
inseam abrasion and you have
one tough, but comfortable,
wader to hold up to hard
fishing. Low profile suspender
buckles and belt buckle. Belt
has stretch panel for added
comfort. Three integrated belt
loops to keep belt in place.
Flip out pocket to store keys,
wallet, fishing license, etc.
Sculpted neoprene booties for
comfortable fit into boots. In
tan. Imported.
KM0G2L | men’s | $149
KM0G2X | women’s | $149

A
women’s

felt sole boots for
safe footing and
traction

women’s waders
in exclusive sizing
for trim fit
and maximum
comfort

Men’s Sizes
Body Size
Small
Medium Short
Medium
Medium Long
Large Short
Large
Large Long
XL Short
XL
XL Long
XXL Short
XXL

Chest*
34-36
38-40
38-40
38-40
42-44
42-44
42-44
46-48
46-48
46-48
50-52
50-52

Inseam
28-30
28-30
30-32
32-34
28-30
30-32
32-34
28-30
30-32
32-34
28-30
30-32

Bootie
Range
7-9
7-9
8-10
9-11
8-10
9-11
10-12
9-11
10-12
12-14
10-12
12-14

Height
Range
5'5"-5'8"
5'5"-5'8"
5'7"-5'10"
5'10-6'1"
5'7"-5'10"
5'10"-6'2
6'1"-6'4"
5'7"-5'10"
5'10"-6'2"
6'1"-6'4"
5'7"-5'10"
5'10"-6'3"

Weight
Range
130-160
140-180
140-180
140-180
180-220
180-220
180-220
210-240
210-240
210-240
220-260
220-260

Bootie
Range
5-7
7-9
7-9
7-9
8-10
7-9
8-10
9-11
9-11

Bootfoot
Size
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

Women’s Sizes
Inseam
Wader Size
Body Size
Bust*
Range
Small Petite
6-8
34-36
28-29
Small Regular
6-8
34-36
30-31
Medium Petite
10-12
36-38
28-29
Medium Regular
10-12
36-38
30-31
Medium Tall
10-12
36-38
32-33
Large Petite
14-16
39-41
28-29
Large Regular
14-16
39-41
30-31
Large Tall
14-16
39-41
32-33
XL Regular
18-20
43-45
30-31
Petite height range: 5'0"-5'4" Regular height range: 5'4"-5'8"
Tall height range: 5'8"-6'0"
*or largest girth

Endura Bootfoot
B. Endura™ Breathable
Bootfoot Waders
The comfortable neoprene-lined boot features a raised
and vented removable insole to circulate air and give
comfort with every step. Plus, a felt sole for solid, safe
traction. Built around a new four-layer fabric system
with a 5th layer of polyester microfiber reinforcing the
knees to give added protection where a wader takes
most of its abuse. A full-time wader for all levels, built to
last, unlike similarly priced waders. Adjustable suspenders
with opposing buckles easily convert the wader to waist
high. Wader safety belt included. In tan. Imported.
KM42EC | $198

Men’s Endura Bootfoot Sizes
Body Size
S
M
L
XL
XXL
*or largest girth

Chest*
34-36
38-40
42-44
46-48
50-52

Inseam
Range
28-30
30-32
32-34
34-36
36-38

Bootfoot
Size
7, 8
8-11
9-12
10-14
12-14

Height
Range
5'5"-5'8"
5'7"-5'10"
5'11"-6'2"
6'1"-6'4"
6'2"-6'5"

give an orvis gift card, order #KM233T

Weight
Range
130-160
140-180
180-220
210-240
220-260
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Fish hard, stay dry.
Life is good in
Orvis waders.

WorldCast angler guide Rod Bowden holds
the driftboat in the current of the Henry’s
Fork River in Idaho.
photo: Douglas Barnes Photography

Pack & Travel

76

Pro Guide™
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Silver Label 3®

Endura®
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Pack & Travel Waders &Wading Pants
SonicSeam technology
starting at $198.
Our lightest-weight waders
pack down and hold up.

Y-style
suspenders

wader pants

chest waders

I have over 200 days on the the new Orvis Packable SonicSeam
waders, and I am still dry. They’re so light, I stuffed them in my backpack one day and forgot them. I took 8 or 9 trips with them in the
pack and didn’t even remember they were there until I needed them
again. They are great for packing on fly-in trips, because they keep you
under the weight limit. I used them on several hike-in trips and they
held up great. If you need a new pair of lightweight waders, the Orvis
SonicSeam packable waders come highly recommended.
– Chris Taylor, Fisheads San Juan River Lodge

A. Pack & Travel Waders and wader pants with
SonicSeam® technology
At just 2 lbs. 6 oz. in size large, Pack & Travel waders pack down, pack
in, and provide great comfort—the perfect waders for backcountry
fishing, travel, warm-weather, and low-water fishing. The wader
pants are even better for hot weather and low water conditions. The
waders are 30% lighter than Pro Guide waders. Both models are super
lightweight, flexible, and comfortable, yet rugged; and pack down to
save space and weight for long trips and floatplane weight limits. A
groundbreaking, patented, and exclusive sonic-welded seam technology
eliminates threads that can wear out and stitch holes that, over time,
can eventually leak. Leg seams run up the back of the wader to further
reduce abrasion. A special three-layer breathable, waterproof fabric
keeps you dry and comfortable. Detachable suspenders on the chest
waders make for easy quick conversion to waist-high waders in a pinch.
Both come with an easy-snap, adjustable belt. In overcast. Outer shell:
100% nylon. Imported.
KM9X8R | chest waders | $249
KM2G52 | wader pants (not available in XL/XXL short or XL long)
| $198
KM3X7A | Y-style replacement suspenders | $8.95

Men’s Stockingfoot Wader Sizes
Body Size
Small
Medium Short
Medium
Medium Long
Large Short
Large
Large Long
XL Short
XL
XL Long
XXL Short
XXL
*or largest girth

Chest* Inseam Bootie
Range
34-36 28-30
7-9
38-40 28-30
7-9
38-40 30-32
8-10
38-40 32-34
9-11
42-44 28-30
8-10
42-44 30-32
9-11
42-44 32-34
10-12
46-48 28-30
9-11
46-48 30-32
10-12
46-48 32-34
12-14
50-52 28-30
10-12
50-52 30-32
12-14

Height Weight Range
Range
5'5"-5'8"
130-160
5'5"-5'8"
140-180
5'7"-5'10"
140-180
5’10"-6'1"
140-180
5'7"-5'10"
180-220
5'10"-6'2"
180-220
6'1"-6'4"
180-220
5'7"-5'10"
210-240
5'10"-6'2"
210-240
6'1"-6'4"
210-240
5'7"-5'10"
220-260
5'10"-6'3"
220-260

a groundbreaking,
patented, and
exclusive sonic-welded
seam technology
eliminates threads that
can wear out and stitch
holes that, over time,
can eventually leak

12" x 61⁄2"

2-lb. 6-oz. waders pack down
to about the size of your
wading shoes

give an orvis gift card, order #KM 233T
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Pro Guid

Maximum dur

A
internal flip-out zip
security pocket stores
wallet and keys safely

external chest handwarmer
pocket features fleece-lined
handwarmers behind
a zip-close mesh pocket

special
stretch
fabric upper
panel for
easy casting
movement
and comfort

new seams relocated from inner
thigh to the back of the legs for
longer life, far greater abrasion
resistance, and comfort

anatomically sculpted Hypalon®
left and right booties for more
comfort

punctureresistant
five layers
of fabric at
lower legs

attached gravel guards never
get lost or separated
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easy conversion to a waist
wader—remove suspenders and
fold upper into waist
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de Waders

ability and comfort for $349.

Ahuriri River,
South Island, New Zealand
photo: Erik Argotti

Pro Guide Wader Sizes
Body Size
Small
Medium Short
Medium
Medium Long
Large Short
Large
Large Long
Large X-Long
XL Short
XL
XL Long
XL X-Long
XXL Short
XXL
*or largest girth

Chest* Inseam Bootie
Range
34-36 28-30
7-9
38-40 28-30
7-9
38-40 30-32
8-10
38-40 32-34
9-11
42-44 28-30
8-10
42-44 30-32
9-11
42-44 32-34
10-12
42-44 34-36
10-12
46-48 28-30
9-11
46-48 30-32
10-12
46-48 32-34
12-14
46-48 34-36
12-14
50-52 28-30
10-12
50-52 30-32
12-14

Height Weight Range
Range
5'5"-5'8"
130-160
5'5"-5'8"
140-180
5'7"-5'10"
140-180
5’10"-6'1"
140-180
5'7"-5'10"
180-220
5'10"-6'2"
180-220
6'1"-6'4"
180-220
6'5"+
180-220
5'7"-5'10"
210-240
5'10"-6'2"
210-240
6'1"-6'4"
210-240
6'5"+
210-240
5'7"-5'10"
220-260
5'10"-6'3"
220-260

A. Pro Guide Waders
Get more comfort and maximum durability in our new and
improved Pro Guide™ waders. An exclusive double-weave condenier
fabric is lighter and stronger than original Pro Guides, so it wears
more comfortably, with more mobility, without sacrificing durability.
Plus, the new, lightweight, 100% waterproof upper stretch fabric
gives you greater agility and a better fit. All while a new five-layer
fabric in lower leg increases abrasion and puncture resistance. Rear
leg seams save wear and tear from legs rubbing together. Removable
suspenders let them fold down easily for more comfort when you’re
fishing on hot days, from a boat, or when wading shallow water.
Neoprene gravel guards help seal out debris and aquatic invasives.
Front handwarmer pocket with zippered mesh pocket. Wading belt
included. In khaki. Imported.
KM2A90 | $349

“The Pro Guide Waders are, in a
word, fantastic! From the toe to the
top of the waders, the Pro Guides
have a perfectly functional design
and superior fit. For example, the
reinforced material in the lower
portion of the waders and through
the legs and knees allows me to
wade and hike aggressively without
thinking about tearing a leak in
them. The comfortable fit makes the
Pro Guides incredibly comfortable
to wear all day. They have great
pockets for fly boxes and just the
right pocket to warm my hands.
The Pro Guides are fantastic and
are my new ‘go-to’ waders.”
– Jim Hickey, 2009 Orvis-Endorsed

Guide of the Year, WorldCast Anglers,
and guide of the winning team for the
2010 Jackson Hole One Fly.
worldcastanglers.com

B. Pro Guide
Replacement
Suspenders
Replacement
suspenders for
Pro Guide 2 and
Pro Guide Waders.
KM1X1E | $11.95

find an orvis store near you at orvis.com/stores
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Silver Label 3.
Silver Label 3 Classic bootfoot
with EcoTraX soles

Three choices: Boot

Silver Label 3 Classic stockingfoot

Silver Label 3
Roll-down with
stretch upper
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foot, Classic Stockingfoot, or Roll-down.
A. River Guard® Silver Label Bogs bootfoot Waders
with EcoTrax Soles
The same great fabric and fit as our current generation of Silver Label 3® waders in a new
Bogs bootfoot version. We worked with the leading boot company to create an innovative
integrated boot, with ankle-fit construction and a 5mm neoprene liner, to give you the utmost
in stability, comfort, warmth, and durability. The boot sports our exclusive EcoTraX® sole, with
pre-installed PosiGrip™ Screw-In Studs to help mitigate the spread of aquatic invasive species
and give you superior traction. The lower leg features a second layer of our No-Sweat™ fabric
and rear leg seams to improve abrasion resistance and reduce wear and tear at key points for
longer life. Adjustable suspenders with opposing, low-profile buckles easily convert to a waisthigh wader. In silver sage. Imported. KM2K12 | $395

EcoTra

boots come pre-installed
with 20 PosiGrip Screw-In
Studs, made with tungsten-carbide tips for
maximum traction

B. Silver Label Classic Wader
This is the wader that started the era of breathable waders, an Orvis exclusive and original.
Fabric is our durable, yet soft-brushed microfiber polyester that is breathable and extremely
comfortable. Knees are double-reinforced for puncture and abrasion protection. Booties are
anatomically shaped for left foot/right foot comfort and are made of high density neoprene
that offers complete resistance to abrasion and compression. Attached, neoprene gravel
guards will never get lost. Adjustable suspenders have reversing buckles, which allow the
suspender to serve as a belt when the wader is rolled down to a waist-high. Suspenders,
adjustable wader belt and repair kit included. Comes in a handy stuff sack. In silver sage.
Imported. KM3C50 | $198

both stockingfoot models feature rear
leg seams to reduce abrasion, and
sculpted booties for a more comfortable
fit in wader boots

C. Silver Label roll-down Stockingfoot Waders
Completely updated, top-to-bottom, for more comfort and harder fishing. A new two-way stretch,
lightweight, waterproof upper and side-panel fabric moves and breathes better than other waders
for more comfort. Plus, the upper tucks down neatly and quickly inside the bottom of the wader;
great for hot days, low water, and driftboat fishing. A second layer of our No Sweat™ fabric added
from the knees down and inner-leg seams relocated to the rear of the leg reduce wear and tear at
key abrasion points for longer life. A laser-cut, waterproof pocket, with a vertical zipper for quick
access, keeps gear dry. The new lightweight “Y” suspenders quickly adjust for a custom fit, and the
belt’s slim profile is more comfortable than other belts. Attached neoprene gravel guards. Sculpted
neoprene booties for a closer, more comfortable fit. Imported.
KM0G08 | men’s roll-down in silver sage | $249
KM0G2R | women’s roll-down in silver sage | $249
KM3X7A | Y-style replacement suspender | $8.95

Women’s Silver Label Stockingfoot Sizes
Wader
Body
Inseam Bootie Height
Size
Size Bust* Range Range Range
Sm. Petite
6-8 34-36 28-29
5-7 5'-5'4"
Sm. Reg.
6-8 34-36 30-31
7-9 5'4"-5'8"
Med. Petite 10-12 36-38 28-29
7-9 5'-5'4"
Med. Reg. 10-12 36-38 30-31
7-9 5'4"-5'8"
Med. Tall
10-12 36-38 32-33
8-10 5'8"-6'
Lg. Petite
14-16 39-41 28-29
7-9 5'-5'4"
Lg. Regular 14-16 39-41 30-31
8-10 5'4"-5'8"
Lg. Tall
14-16 39-41 32-33
9-11 5'8"-6'
XL Reg.
18-20 43-45 30-31
9-11 5'4"-5'8"
*or largest girth

Men’s Silver Label Stockingfoot Sizes
Body Size Chest* Inseam Bootie
Range
Small
34-36 28-30
7-9
Med. Short 38-40 28-30
7-9
Medium
38-40 30-32 8-10
Med. Long 38-40 32-34 9-11
Lg. Short
42-44 28-30 8-10
Large
42-44 30-32 9-11
Lg. Long
42-44 32-34 10-12
XL Short
46-48 28-30 9-11
XL
46-48 30-32 10-12
XL Long
46-48 32-34 12-14
XXL Short
50-52 28-30 10-12
XXL
50-52 30-32 12-14
*or largest girth

Height
Range
5'5"-5'8"
5'5"-5'8"
5'7"-5'10"
5’10"-6'1"
5'7"-5'10"
5'10"-6'2"
6'1"-6'4"
5'7"-5'10"
5'10"-6'2"
6'1"-6'4"
5'7"-5'10"
5'10"-6'3"

Weight
Range
130-160
140-180
140-180
140-180
180-220
180-220
180-220
210-240
210-240
210-240
220-260
220-260

roll-down model
features new two-way
stretch, lightweight,
upper and side panels
to add more comfort
roll-down model turns
into a waist wader
with stretch top
tucked down inside

River Guard
Silver Label Bootfoot Sizes
Body
Size Chest*
S
34-36
M
38-40
L
42-44
XL 46-48
XXL 50-52
*or largest girth

comments on products are welcome at orvis.com

Inseam Bootfoot Height Weight
Range
Size
Range Range
28-30
7, 8
5'5"-5'8" 130-160
30-32
8-11
5'7"-5'10" 140-180
32-34
9-12
5'11"-6'2" 180-220
34-36
10-14
6'1"-6'4" 210-240
36-38
12-14
6'2"-6'5" 220-260
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Endura waders & hippers for men &
women. Tougher, more comfortable, and a better value at $149.
Bootfoot or Stockingfoot Models
A. Endura Bootfoot
and Stockingfoot
Hippers
Lightweight, breathable,
stockingfoot hippers, made from
the same fabric as our Endura™
chest waders. The three-layer
upper leg with five-layer lower
give them added durability and
puncture resistance. Back-seam
construction eliminates potential
inseam abrasion. The bootfoot
model lets you get them on and
off fast. Thinsulate™ lined for
warmth. Two adjustment straps,
with quick-release buckles, one
to cinch the upper opening
tighter to your leg and the other
to secure the hip boot to your
belt and adjust its height. In
tan. Bootfoot whole sizes only,
7-14. Stockingfoot sizes S(7-9)
M(8-10), L(9-11), XL(10-12),
XXL(12-14). Imported.
KM2R7E | bootfoot | $149
KM2H18 | stockingfoot | $109

felt sole boots for
safe footing and
traction

left- and rightfoot sculpted
booties

Men’s Endura Bootfoot Sizes
Body
Size Chest*
S
34-36
M
38-40
L
42-44
XL
46-48
XXL
50-52
*or largest girth
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B. Endura Breathable
Bootfoot Waders
The comfortable neoprene-lined boot
features a raised and vented removable
insole to circulate air and give comfort
with every step. Plus, a felt sole for solid,
safe traction. Built around a new four-layer
fabric system with a fifth layer of polyester
microfiber reinforcing the knees to give
added protection where a wader takes most
of its abuse. The main four-layer fabric is of
a tightly woven, polyester face fabric coated
with a layer of breathable polyurethane,
with a breathable membrane and a nylon
Tricot backing to handle all you dish out
when fishing. A full-time wader for all levels,
built to last, unlike similarly priced waders.
Adjustable suspenders with opposing buckles
easily convert the wader to waist-high.
Wader safety belt included. In tan. Imported.
KM42EC | men’s bootfoot | $229
KM2X72 | women’s bootfoot | $229
C. Endura
Stockingfoot Waders
Add a new three-layer upper and a fivelayer lower for better abrasion resistance
plus a back-seam construction to eliminate
inseam abrasion and you have one tough,
but comfortable, wader to hold up to hard
fishing. Low-profile suspender buckles
and belt buckle. Belt has stretch panel
for added comfort. Three integrated belt
loops to keep belt in place. Flip-out pocket
to store keys, wallet, fishing license, etc.
Sculpted neoprene booties for comfortable
fit into boots. In tan. Imported.
KM0G2L | men’s | $149
KM0G2X | women’s | $149

Women’s Endura Bootfoot Sizes

Endura
Bootfoot

Inseam Bootfoot Height
Weight
Range
Size
Range
Range
Wader Size
28-30
7, 8
5'5"-5'8" 130-160
Small Petite
30-32
8-11
5'7"-5'10" 140-180
Small Regular
32-34
9-12
5'11"-6'2" 180-220
Medium Petite
bootfoot
34-36
10-14
6'1"-6'4" 210-240
Medium Regular
36-38
12-14
6'2"-6'5" stockingfoot
220-260
Medium Tall
Large Petite
Large Regular
Large Tall
XL Regular
*or largest girth

8 0 0 -5 4 8 -9 548    orvis.com

Body
Size
6-8
6-8
10-12
10-12
10-12
14-16
14-16
14-16
18-20

Bust*
34-36
34-36
36-38
36-38
36-38
39-41
39-41
39-41
43-45

Inseam Bootfoot Height
Range Sizes Range
28-29
6, 7
5'-5'4"
30-31
8, 9
5'4"-5'8"
28-29
8, 9
5'-5'4"
30-31
8, 9
5'4"-5'8"
32-33
9, 10
5'8"-6'
28-29
8, 9
5'-5'4"
30-31 8, 9, 10 5'4"-5'8"
32-33
9, 10
5'8"-6'
30-31
10, 11 5'4"-5'8"

ORVIS WADERS 2011

both men’s and
women’s waders
feature easy
conversion to
waist wader

five-layer
lower
wader for
durability

women’s waders
in exclusive sizing
for trim fit
and maximum
comfort

bMen’s Stockingfoot Sizes
Body Size
Small
Medium Short
Medium
Medium Long
Large Short
Large
Large Long
XL Short
XL
XL Long
XXL Short
XXL

Chest*
34-36
38-40
38-40
38-40
42-44
42-44
42-44
46-48
46-48
46-48
50-52
50-52

Inseam
28-30
28-30
30-32
32-34
28-30
30-32
32-34
28-30
30-32
32-34
28-30
30-32

Bootie
Range
7-9
7-9
8-10
9-11
8-10
9-11
10-12
9-11
10-12
12-14
10-12
12-14

Height
Range
5'5"-5'8"
5'5"-5'8"
5'7"-5'10"
5'10-6'1"
5'7"-5'10"
5'10"-6'2
6'1"-6'4"
5'7"-5'10"
5'10"-6'2"
6'1"-6'4"
5'7"-5'10"
5'10"-6'3"

Women’s Stockingfoot Sizes
Weight
Range
130-160
140-180
140-180
140-180
180-220
180-220
180-220
210-240
210-240
210-240
220-260
220-260

Inseam
Wader Size
Body Size
Bust*
Range
Small Petite
6-8
34-36
28-29
Small Regular
6-8
34-36
30-31
Medium Petite
10-12
36-38
28-29
Medium Regular
10-12
36-38
30-31
Medium Tall
10-12
36-38
32-33
Large Petite
14-16
39-41
28-29
Large Regular
14-16
39-41
30-31
Large Tall
14-16
39-41
32-33
XL Regular
18-20
43-45
30-31
Petite height range: 5'0"-5'4" Regular height range: 5'4"-5'8"
Tall height range: 5'8"-6'0"
*or largest girth

give an orvis gift card, order #KM233T

Bootie
Range
5-7
7-9
7-9
7-9
8-10
7-9
8-10
9-11
9-11

Bootfoot
Size
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
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Steve Lund of Crystal Creek Lodge,
Orvis Lodge of the Year for 2011,
releasing a salmon in the Alagnak
River system in Alaska.
photo: Brian Grossenbacher

Orvis Waders at a Glance
Pro Guide™

$395

72

Silver Label® Roll-Down and Classic

$295

8 0 0 - 5 4 8 - 9 5 4 8    orvis.com

$225

Pack & Travel

$275

Endura™

$159
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Pack & Travel Waders
SonicSeam technology starting
at $198. Our lightest-weight
waders pack down and hold up.

a groundbreaking, patented, and
exclusive sonic-welded seam technology
eliminates threads that can wear out
and stitch holes that, over time, can
eventually leak
Y-style
suspenders

“I have over 200 days on the new Orvis Packable SonicSeam waders, and I am still
dry. They’re so light, I stuffed them in my backpack one day and forgot them. I took
8 or 9 trips with them in the pack and didn’t even remember they were there until
I needed them again. They are great for packing on fly-in trips, because they keep you
under the weight limit. I used them on several hike-in trips and they held up great.
If you need a new pair of lightweight waders, the Orvis SonicSeam packable waders
come highly recommended.”

B
chest waders

—Chris Taylor, Fisheads San Juan River Lodge

Pack & Travel Waders with SonicSeam® technology
At just 2 lbs., 6 oz. in size large, Pack & Travel waders pack down, pack in, and provide
great comfort—the perfect waders for backcountry fishing, travel, warm weather, and
low-water fishing. The wader pants are even better for hot weather and low water
conditions. The waders are 30% lighter than Pro Guide waders. Both models are super
lightweight, flexible, and comfortable, yet rugged; and pack down to save space and weight
for long trips and floatplane weight limits. A groundbreaking, patented, and exclusive
sonic-welded seam technology eliminates threads that can wear out and stitch holes that,
over time, can eventually leak. Leg seams run up the back of the wader to further reduce
abrasion. A special three-layer breathable, waterproof fabric keeps you dry and comfortable.
Detachable suspenders on the chest waders make for easy quick conversion to waist-high
waders in a pinch. Both come with an easy-snap, adjustable belt. In overcast.
Outer shell: 100% nylon. Imported.
KM9X8R | chest waders | $275
KM2G52 | wader pants (not available in XL/XXL short or XL long) | $198

Men’s Stockingfoot Wader Sizes
Body Size
Small
Medium Short
Medium
Medium Long
Large Short
Large
Large Long
XL Short
XL
XL Long
XXL Short
XXL
*or largest girth

Chest* Inseam Bootie
Range
34-36 28-30
7-9
38-40 28-30
7-9
38-40 30-32
8-10
38-40 32-34
9-11
42-44 28-30
8-10
42-44 30-32
9-11
42-44 32-34
10-12
46-48 28-30
9-11
46-48 30-32
10-12
46-48 32-34
12-14
50-52 28-30
10-12
50-52 30-32
12-14

Height Weight Range
Range
5'5"-5'8"
130-160
5'5"-5'8"
140-180
5'7"-5'10"
140-180
5’10"-6'1"
140-180
5'7"-5'10"
180-220
5'10"-6'2"
180-220
6'1"-6'4"
180-220
5'7"-5'10"
210-240
5'10"-6'2"
210-240
6'1"-6'4"
210-240
5'7"-5'10"
220-260
5'10"-6'3"
220-260

wader pants

2-lb. 6-oz. waders pack down to about the
size of your wading shoes

12" x 61⁄2"

find an orvis store near you at orvis.com/stores
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internal
flip-out zip
security
pocket stores
wallet and
keys safely

external chest handwarmer
pocket features fleece-lined
handwarmers behind
a zip-close mesh pocket

Pro

special
stretch
fabric upper
panel for
easy casting
movement
and comfort

new seams relocated from inner
thigh to outside of the legs for
longer life, far greater abrasion
resistance, and comfort

easy conversion to a waist wader—
remove suspenders and fold upper
into waist
punctureresistant
five layers
of fabric at
lower legs

attached gravel guards never
get lost or separated
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anatomically sculpted
Hypalon® left and right
booties for more comfort

ORVIS WADERS 2012

Guide Waders

Maximum durability and comfort for $395.
Pro Guide Waders
Get more comfort and maximum durability in our new and
improved Pro Guide™ waders. An exclusive double-weave condenier
fabric is lighter and stronger than original Pro Guides, so it wears
more comfortably, with more mobility, without sacrificing durability.
Plus, the new lightweight, 100% waterproof upper stretch fabric
gives you greater agility and a better fit. All while a new five-layer
fabric in lower leg increases abrasion and puncture resistance. Rear
leg seams save wear and tear from legs rubbing together. Removable
suspenders let them fold down easily for more comfort when you’re
fishing on hot days, from a boat, or when wading shallow water.
Neoprene gravel guards help seal out debris and aquatic invasives.
Front handwarmer pocket with zippered mesh pocket. Wading belt
included. In khaki. Imported.
KM2A90 | $395

B. Pro Guide Replacement Suspenders
Replacement suspenders for Pro Guide 2 and
Pro Guide Waders. KM1X1E | $13.95

Pro Guide Wader Sizes
Body Size
Small
Medium Short
Medium
Medium Long
Large Short
Large
Large Long
Large X-Long
XL Short
XL
XL Long
XL X-Long
XXL Short
XXL
*or largest girth

Chest* Inseam Bootie
Range
34-36 28-30
7-9
38-40 28-30
7-9
38-40 30-32
8-10
38-40 32-34
9-11
42-44 28-30
8-10
42-44 30-32
9-11
42-44 32-34
10-12
42-44 34-36
10-12
46-48 28-30
9-11
46-48 30-32
10-12
46-48 32-34
12-14
46-48 34-36
12-14
50-52 28-30
10-12
50-52 30-32
12-14

Height Weight Range
Range
5'5"-5'8"
130-160
5'5"-5'8"
140-180
5'7"-5'10"
140-180
5’10"-6'1"
140-180
5'7"-5'10"
180-220
5'10"-6'2"
180-220
6'1"-6'4"
180-220
6'5"+
180-220
5'7"-5'10"
210-240
5'10"-6'2"
210-240
6'1"-6'4"
210-240
6'5"+
210-240
5'7"-5'10"
220-260
5'10"-6'3"
220-260

Heidi Andrews fighting a
fish with guide Casey Deller
of Crystal Creek Lodge in
Bristol Bay, Alaska.
photo: Brian Grossenbacher

give an orvis gift card, order #KM233T
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Silver Label Two choices:
a
Silver Label 3
Classic stockingfoot

Men’s Silver Label Stockingfoot Sizes

both
stockingfoot
models feature
rear leg seams
to reduce
abrasion, and
sculpted booties
for a more
comfortable fit
in wader boots

Body Size Chest* Inseam Bootie
Range
Small
34-36 28-30
7-9
Med. Short 38-40 28-30
7-9
Medium
38-40 30-32 8-10
Med. Long 38-40 32-34 9-11
Lg. Short
42-44 28-30 8-10
Large
42-44 30-32 9-11
Lg. Long
42-44 32-34 10-12
XL Short
46-48 28-30 9-11
XL
46-48 30-32 10-12
XL Long
46-48 32-34 12-14
XXL Short
50-52 28-30 10-12
XXL
50-52 30-32 12-14
*or largest girth

Height
Range
5'5"-5'8"
5'5"-5'8"
5'7"-5'10"
5’10"-6'1"
5'7"-5'10"
5'10"-6'2"
6'1"-6'4"
5'7"-5'10"
5'10"-6'2"
6'1"-6'4"
5'7"-5'10"
5'10"-6'3"

Weight
Range
130-160
140-180
140-180
140-180
180-220
180-220
180-220
210-240
210-240
210-240
220-260
220-260

a. Silver Label® Classic Waders
This is the wader that started the era of breathable waders, an Orvis exclusive and original.
Fabric is our durable, yet soft-brushed microfiber polyester that is breathable and extremely
comfortable. Knees are double-reinforced for puncture and abrasion protection. Booties
are anatomically shaped for left-foot/right-foot comfort and are made of high-density
neoprene that offers complete resistance to abrasion and compression. Attached, neoprene
gravel guards will never get lost. Adjustable suspenders have reversing buckles, which allow
the suspender to serve as a belt when the wader is rolled down to a waist-high. Suspenders,
adjustable wader belt, and repair kit included. Comes in a handy stuff sack. In silver sage.
Imported. KM3C50 | $225
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Classic Stockingfoot or Roll-down.
b
Silver Label 3
Roll-down with
stretch upper

Hank Nelson enjoys a moment in the sun while fishing for
cutthroat trout on the surface of the Blackfoot River in east
Idaho, (not to be confused with Montana’s Blackfoot River of
“A River Runs through It” fame.)
photo: James Nelson

Women’s Silver Label Stockingfoot Sizes
Wader
Body
Inseam Bootie Height
Size
Size Bust* Range Range Range
Sm. Petite
6-8 34-36 28-29
5-7 5'-5'4"
Sm. Reg.
6-8 34-36 30-31
7-9 5'4"-5'8"
Med. Petite 10-12 36-38 28-29
7-9 5'-5'4"
Med. Reg. 10-12 36-38 30-31
7-9 5'4"-5'8"
Med. Tall
10-12 36-38 32-33
8-10 5'8"-6'
Lg. Petite
14-16 39-41 28-29
7-9 5'-5'4"
Lg. Regular 14-16 39-41 30-31
8-10 5'4"-5'8"
Lg. Tall
14-16 39-41 32-33
9-11 5'8"-6'
XL Reg.
18-20 43-45 30-31
9-11 5'4"-5'8"
*or largest girth

roll-down model turns
into a waist wader
with stretch top
tucked down inside
roll-down model
features new two-way
stretch, lightweight
upper and side panels
to add more comfort

b. Silver Label roll-down Stockingfoot Waders
Completely updated, top-to-bottom, for more comfort and harder fishing. A new two-way stretch,
lightweight, waterproof upper and side-panel fabric moves and breathes better than other waders for
more comfort. Plus, the upper tucks down neatly and quickly inside the bottom of the wader; great
for hot days, low water, and driftboat fishing. A second layer of our No Sweat™ fabric added from the
knees down and inner-leg seams relocated to the rear of the leg reduce wear and tear at key abrasion
points for longer life. A laser-cut, waterproof pocket, with a vertical zipper for quick access, keeps gear
dry. The new lightweight “Y” suspenders quickly adjust for a custom fit, and the belt’s slim profile is
more comfortable than other belts. Attached neoprene gravel guards. Sculpted neoprene booties for a
closer, more comfortable fit. Imported.
KM0G08 | men’s roll-down in silver sage | $295
KM0G2R | women’s roll-down in silver sage | $295
KM3X7A | Y-style replacement suspender | $9.95

find an orvis store near you at orvis.com/stores
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Endura waders & h
Tougher, more comfortable,

A, B

stockingfoot

both men’s and
women’s waders
feature easy
conversion to
waist wader

left- and
right-foot
sculpted
booties

five-layer
lower
wader for
durability

bootfoot
felt-sole
boots for safe
footing and
traction
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hippers for men, women & kids.
and a great value at $159.
A. Endura™ Stockingfoot Waders
Add a new three-layer upper and a five-layer lower for better
abrasion resistance plus a back-seam construction to eliminate
inseam abrasion and you have one tough, but comfortable, wader
to hold up to hard fishing. Low-profile suspender buckles and
belt buckle. Belt has stretch panel for added comfort. Three
integrated belt loops to keep belt in place. Flip-out pocket to store
keys, wallet, fishing license, etc. Sculpted neoprene booties for
comfortable fit into boots. In tan. Imported.
KM0G2L | men’s | $159
KM0G2X | women’s | $159
B. Endura Breathable Bootfoot Waders
The comfortable neoprene-lined boot features a raised and vented
removable insole to circulate air and give comfort with every
step. Plus, a felt sole for solid, safe traction. Built around a new
four-layer fabric system with a fifth layer of polyester microfiber
reinforcing the knees to give added protection where a wader
takes most of its abuse. The main four-layer fabric is of a tightly
woven, polyester face fabric coated with a layer of breathable
polyurethane, with a breathable membrane and a nylon Tricot
backing to handle all you dish out when fishing. A full-time wader
for all levels, built to last, unlike similarly priced waders. Adjustable
suspenders with opposing buckles easily convert the wader to
waist-high. Wader safety belt included. In tan. Imported.
KM42EC | men’s bootfoot | $229
KM2X72 | women’s bootfoot | $229

See women’s size charts
on page 77 & 82
Men’s Endura Bootfoot Sizes
Body Size
Chest*
S
34-36
M
38-40
L
42-44
XL
46-48
XXL
50-52
*or largest girth

Inseam
Range
28-30
30-32
32-34
34-36
36-38

Bootfoot
Size
7, 8
8-11
9-12
10-14
12-14

Height Range Weight Range
5'5"-5'8"
130-160
5'7"-5'10"
140-180
5'11"-6'2"
180-220
6'1"-6'4"
210-240
6'2"-6'5"
220-260

C. Endura Bootfoot
and Stockingfoot
Hippers
Lightweight, breathable,
stockingfoot hippers, made from
the same fabric as our Endura
chest waders. The three-layer
upper leg and five-layer lower
give them added durability and
puncture resistance. Back-seam
construction eliminates potential
inseam abrasion. The bootfoot
model lets you get them on and
off fast. Thinsulate® lined for
warmth. Two adjustment straps,
with quick-release buckles, one
to cinch the upper opening
tighter to your leg and the other
to secure the hip boot to your
belt and adjust its height. In
tan. Bootfoot whole sizes only,
7-14. Stockingfoot sizes S(7-9)
M(8-10), L(9-11), XL(10-12),
XXL(12-14). Imported.
KM2R7E | bootfoot | $159
KM2H18 | stockingfoot | $129

C

D. Children’s Endura Waders
A great wader in sizes for kids eight years old and up.
Three-layer construction for abrasion resistance plus a
back-seam construction to eliminate inseam abrasion and
you have one tough, but comfortable wader. Low-profile
suspender buckles and belt buckle. Belt has stretch panel
for added comfort. Integrated belt loops to keep belt in
place. Flip-out pocket to store bubblegum, snacks, or fly
box. Sculpted neoprene booties for comfortable fit in
boots. In tan. In youth sizes S(8), M(10-12), L(14-16).
KM2P02 | $129

Men’s Stockingfoot Sizes
Body Size
Small
Medium Short
Medium
Medium Long
Large Short
Large
Large Long
XL Short
XL
XL Long
XXL Short
XXL
*or largest girth

Chest*
34-36
38-40
38-40
38-40
42-44
42-44
42-44
46-48
46-48
46-48
50-52
50-52

Inseam
28-30
28-30
30-32
32-34
28-30
30-32
32-34
28-30
30-32
32-34
28-30
30-32

Bootie
Range
7-9
7-9
8-10
9-11
8-10
9-11
10-12
9-11
10-12
12-14
10-12
12-14

Height
Range
5'5"-5'8"
5'5"-5'8"
5'7"-5'10"
5'10"-6'1"
5'7"-5'10"
5'10"-6'2
6'1"-6'4"
5'7"-5'10"
5'10"-6'2"
6'1"-6'4"
5'7"-5'10"
5'10"-6'3"

Weight
Range
130-160
140-180
140-180
140-180
180-220
180-220
180-220
210-240
210-240
210-240
220-260
220-260

Children’s Endura Stockingfoot Sizes
Wader Size Chest*
Small
25-27"
Medium
28-30"
Large
31-33"
*or largest girth

Inseam
Range
21-23"
24-26"
27-29"

Stockgfoot
Sizes
3, 4
4, 5
5, 6

Height
Range
47-52"
53-58"
59-64"

comments on products are welcome at orvis.com
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Sharon Lance releasing a
beuatiful brown trout caught
on the Rio Limay in Argentina.
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ecru

photo: Mark Lance

lavender

pink/
white

D. UV Buff®
Protect yourself from the sun’s rays while
minimizing moisture loss with a simple
accessory. Made of high-tech CoolMax®
Extreme fabric, the UV Buff effectively
blocks 95% of harmful UV radiation.
In ecru, lavender, pink/white. One size:
201⁄3" x 95⁄8". Polyester. Washable. Spain.
KM2G0K | $23

adventurous
woman.
For more on the
adventurous woman go to
orvis.com/adventurouswoman

E Endura Stockingfoot

F Endura Bootfoot

G Silver Label Roll-down

E. Endura™ Stockingfoot Waders
A full-time wader for all levels, built to last. Adjustable
suspenders with opposing buckles easily convert the
wader to waist-high. High-density neoprene booties.
Wader safety belt included.
KM0G2X | $159
F. Endura Breathable
Bootfoot Waders
The comfortable neoprene-lined boot features a raised
and vented removable insole to circulate air and give
comfort with every step. Wader safety belt included.
KM2X72 | $229
G. Silver Label®
roll-down Stockingfoot Waders
A new two-way stretch, lightweight, waterproof upper and
side-panel fabric moves and breathes better than other waders
for more comfort. Plus, the upper tucks down neatly and
quickly inside the bottom of the wader; great for hot days,
low water, and driftboat fishing. Attached neoprene gravel
guards. Sculpted neoprene booties for a closer,
more comfortable fit. In silver sage.
KM0G2R | $295

comments on products are welcome at orvis.com
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ippers for men and women.

, and a great value at $159.
A. ENDURA™ STOCKINGFOOT WADERS
Add a new three-layer upper and a five-layer lower for better
abrasion resistance plus a back-seam construction to eliminate
inseam abrasion and you have one tough, but comfortable, wader
to hold up to hard fishing. Low-profile suspender buckles and
belt buckle. Belt has stretch panel for added comfort. Three
integrated belt loops to keep belt in place. Flip-out pocket to store
keys, wallet, fishing license, etc. Sculpted neoprene booties for
comfortable fit into boots. In tan. Imported.
KM0G2L | men’s | $159
KM0G2X | women’s | $159
B. ENDURA BREATHABLE BOOTFOOT WADERS
The comfortable neoprene-lined boot features a raised and vented
removable insole to circulate air and give comfort with every step.
Plus, a felt sole for solid, safe traction. Built around a three-layer
fabric system with a fifth layer of polyester microfiber reinforcing
the knees to give added protection where a wader takes most of its
abuse. The main three-layer fabric is of a tightly woven, polyester
face fabric coated with a layer of breathable polyurethane, with
a breathable membrane and a nylon Tricot backing to handle all
you dish out when fishing. A full-time wader for all levels, built
to last, unlike similarly priced waders. Adjustable suspenders with
opposing buckles easily convert the wader to waist-high. Wader
safety belt included. In tan. Imported.
KM42EC | men’s bootfoot | $249
KM2X72 | women’s bootfoot | $249

See women’s size charts
on page 88
Men’s Endura Bootfoot Sizes
Body Size
Chest*
S
34-36
M
38-40
L
42-44
XL
46-48
XXL
50-52
*or largest girth

Inseam
Range
28-30
30-32
32-34
34-36
36-38

Bootfoot
Size
7, 8
8-11
9-12
10-14
12-14

Height Range Weight Range
5'5"-5'8"
130-160
5'7"-5'10"
140-180
5'11"-6'2"
180-220
6'1"-6'4"
210-240
6'2"-6'5"
220-260

Men’s Stockingfoot Sizes
Body Size
Small
Medium Short
Medium
Medium Long
Large Short
Large
Large Long
XL Short
XL
XL Long
XXL Short
XXL
*or largest girth

Chest*
34-36
38-40
38-40
38-40
42-44
42-44
42-44
46-48
46-48
46-48
50-52
50-52

Inseam
28-30
28-30
30-32
32-34
28-30
30-32
32-34
28-30
30-32
32-34
28-30
30-32

Bootie
Range
7-9
7-9
8-10
9-11
8-10
9-11
10-12
9-11
10-12
12-14
10-12
12-14

Height
Range
5'5"-5'8"
5'5"-5'8"
5'7"-5'10"
5'10"-6'1"
5'7"-5'10"
5'10"-6'2
6'1"-6'4"
5'7"-5'10"
5'10"-6'2"
6'1"-6'4"
5'7"-5'10"
5'10"-6'3"

Weight
Range
130-160
140-180
140-180
140-180
180-220
180-220
180-220
210-240
210-240
210-240
220-260
220-260

C
C. ENDURA BOOTFOOT
AND STOCKINGFOOT
HIPPERS
Lightweight, breathable,
stockingfoot hippers, made from
the same fabric as our Endura
chest waders. The three-layer
upper leg and five-layer lower
give them added durability and
puncture resistance. Back-seam
construction eliminates potential
inseam abrasion. The bootfoot
model lets you get them on and
off fast. Thinsulate® lined for
warmth. Two adjustment straps,
with quick-release buckles, one
to cinch the upper opening
tighter to your leg and the other
to secure the hip boot to your
belt and adjust its height. In
tan. Bootfoot whole sizes only,
7-14. Stockingfoot sizes S(7-9)
M(8-10), L(9-11), XL(10-12),
XXL(12-14). Imported.
KM2R7E | bootfoot | $185
KM2H18 | stockingfoot | $139

D. RIVER GUARD
ENDURA BOOTFOOT
Using the same basic construction
D
as our Endura felt sole bootfoot wader,
we now offer a version with a studded,
sticky rubber outsole to help reduce the
spread of aquatic invasive species, while
offering great traction. The upper is a
rugged three-layer breathable fabric for
comfort and durability while the lower
leg is built using a five-layer system
for maximum puncture and abrasion
resistance. Adjustable suspenders have
reversing buckles that serve as a belt when
the wader is rolled down and used as a
waist-high. A full-time wader for all levels
and built for everyday use. Boots have a
natural rubber exterior that offers great
flexibility and performance. Sole insert
is perforated to help air circulate around
your foot, helping to keep it dry. Wader
safety belt included. In tan. Imported.
KM6Y1X | $298

quality and satisfaction guaranteed
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Endura waders and hi

Tougher, more comfortable,
A, B

stockingfoot

both men’s and
women’s waders
feature easy
conversion to
waist wader

five-layer
lower
wader for
durability

left- and
right-foot
sculpted
booties
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Guide Waders

Maximum durability and comfort for $295.
PRO GUIDE WADERS
Get more comfort and maximum durability in our
revamped Pro Guide™ waders. An exclusive double-weave
condenier fabric is lighter and stronger than original Pro
Guides, so it wears more comfortably, with more mobility,
without sacrificing durability. Plus, the new lightweight,
100% waterproof upper stretch fabric gives you greater
agility and a better fit. All while a new five-layer fabric in
the lower leg increases abrasion and puncture resistance.

Rear leg seams save wear-and-tear from legs rubbing
together. Removable suspenders let them fold down easily
for more comfort when you’re fishing on hot days, from
a boat, or when wading shallow water. Neoprene gravel
guards help seal out debris and aquatic invasives. Front
handwarmer pocket with zip mesh pocket. Wading belt
included. In khaki. Imported.
KO2A90 | $395 NOW $295
KO1X1E | Pro Guide Replacement Suspenders | $13.95

Pro Guide Wader Sizes
Body Size
Small
Medium Short
Medium
Medium Long
Large Short
Large
Large Long
Large X-Long
XL Short
XL
XL Long
XL X-Long
XXL Short
XXL
*or largest girth

Chest* Inseam Bootie
Range
34-36 28-30
7-9
38-40 28-30
7-9
38-40 30-32
8-10
38-40 32-34
9-11
42-44 28-30
8-10
42-44 30-32
9-11
42-44 32-34
10-12
42-44 34-36
10-12
46-48 28-30
9-11
46-48 30-32
10-12
46-48 32-34
12-14
46-48 34-36
12-14
50-52 28-30
10-12
50-52 30-32
12-14

Height Weight Range
Range
5'5"-5'8"
130-160
5'5"-5'8"
140-180
5'7"-5'10"
140-180
5’10"-6'1"
140-180
5'7"-5'10"
180-220
5'10"-6'2"
180-220
6'1"-6'4"
180-220
6'5"+
180-220
5'7"-5'10"
210-240
5'10"-6'2"
210-240
6'1"-6'4"
210-240
6'5"+
210-240
5'7"-5'10"
220-260
5'10"-6'3"
220-260

Yellowstone National Park’s unmatched
glory extends to the skies just before a
thunderstorm on Duck Creek.
photo: Ken Takata

5% of our pretax profit goes to conservation
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internal
flip-out zip
security
pocket stores
wallet and
keys safely

special
stretch
fabric upper
panel for
easy casting
movement
and comfort

external chest
handwarmer
pocket
features
fleece-lined
handwarmers
behind
a zip-close
mesh pocket

Pro
easy conversion to a waist wader—
remove suspenders and fold upper
into waist

new seams relocated from inner
thigh to outside of the legs for
longer life, far greater abrasion
resistance, and comfort

punctureresistant
five layers
of fabric at
lower legs
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Pack & Travel Waders
SonicSeam technology starting
at $198. Our lightest-weight
waders pack down and hold up.

a groundbreaking, patented, and
exclusive sonic-welded seam technology
eliminates threads that can wear out
and stitch holes that, over time, can
eventually leak
Y-style
suspenders

“I have over 200 days on the new Orvis Packable SonicSeam waders, and I am still
dry. They’re so light, I stuffed them in my backpack one day and forgot them. I took
8 or 9 trips with them in the pack and didn’t even remember they were there until
I needed them again. They are great for packing on fly-in trips, because they keep you
under the weight limit. I used them on several hike-in trips and they held up great.
If you need a new pair of lightweight waders, the Orvis SonicSeam packable waders
come highly recommended.”

chest waders

—Chris Taylor, Fisheads San Juan River Lodge

B. Pack & Travel Waders with SonicSeam® technology
At just 2 lbs., 6 oz. in size large, Pack & Travel waders pack down, pack in, and provide
great comfort—the perfect waders for backcountry fishing, travel, warm weather, and
low-water fishing. The wader pants are even better for hot weather and low-water
conditions. The waders are 30% lighter than Pro Guide™ waders. Both models are super
lightweight, flexible, and comfortable, yet rugged; and pack down to save space and weight
for long trips and floatplane weight limits. A groundbreaking, patented, and exclusive
sonic-welded seam technology eliminates threads that can wear out and stitch holes that,
over time, can eventually leak. Leg seams run up the back of the wader to further reduce
abrasion. A special three-layer breathable, waterproof fabric keeps you dry and comfortable.
Detachable suspenders on the chest waders make for easy quick conversion to waist-high
waders in a pinch. Both come with an easy-snap, adjustable belt. In overcast.
Outer shell: 100% nylon. Imported.
KO9X8R | chest waders | $229
KO2G52 | wader pants (not available in XL/XXL short or XL long) | $198

Men’s Stockingfoot Sizes
Body Size
Small
Medium Short
Medium
Medium Long
Large Short
Large
Large Long
XL Short
XL
XL Long
XXL Short
XXL
*or largest girth

Chest*
34-36
38-40
38-40
38-40
42-44
42-44
42-44
46-48
46-48
46-48
50-52
50-52

Inseam
28-30
28-30
30-32
32-34
28-30
30-32
32-34
28-30
30-32
32-34
28-30
30-32

Bootie
Range
7-9
7-9
8-10
9-11
8-10
9-11
10-12
9-11
10-12
12-14
10-12
12-14

Height
Range
5'5"-5'8"
5'5"-5'8"
5'7"-5'10"
5'10"-6'1"
5'7"-5'10"
5'10"-6'2
6'1"-6'4"
5'7"-5'10"
5'10"-6'2"
6'1"-6'4"
5'7"-5'10"
5'10"-6'3"

Weight
Range
130-160
140-180
140-180
140-180
180-220
180-220
180-220
210-240
210-240
210-240
220-260
220-260

wader pants

2-lb. 6-oz. waders pack down to about the
size of your wading shoes

12" x 61⁄2"

quality and satisfaction guaranteed
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EcoTra

boots come preinstalled with
20 PosiGrip
Screw-In Studs,
made with tungsten-carbide tips
for maximum
traction
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a. river gUard® silver laBel Bogs BooTFooT
Waders WiTh ecoTraX soles
The same great fabric and fit as our Silver Label 3® waders
in a Bogs bootfoot version. We worked with the leading boot
company to create an innovative integrated boot, with ankle-fit
construction and a 5mm neoprene liner, to give you the utmost
in stability, comfort, warmth, and durability. The boot sports our
exclusive EcoTraX® sole, with pre-installed PosiGrip™ Screw-In
Studs to help mitigate the spread of aquatic invasive species and
give you superior traction. The lower leg features a second layer
of our No-Sweat™ fabric and rear leg seams to improve abrasion
resistance and reduce wear and tear at key points for longer
life. Adjustable suspenders with opposing, low-profile buckles
easily convert to a waist-high wader. In silver sage. Imported.
ko2k12 | $349

Men’s Bootfoot Sizes
Body Size
Chest*
S
34-36
M
38-40
L
42-44
XL
46-48
XXL
50-52
*or largest girth

Inseam
Range
28-30
30-32
32-34
34-36
36-38

Bootfoot
Size
7, 8
8-11
9-12
10-14
12-14

Height Range Weight Range
5'5"-5'8"
130-160
5'7"-5'10"
140-180
5'11"-6'2"
180-220
6'1"-6'4"
210-240
6'2"-6'5"
220-260
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See the

Video
See all the
features at
orvis.com/
silversonic

men’s and women’s
waders easily
convert to waisthighs without
having to remove
the suspenders

flip-out interior
waterproof pocket
protects valuables

anatomically
correct sculpted
neoprene booties for
added comfort

SILVER SONIC CONVERTIBLE-TOP WADERS
The most versatile waders on the market today. Fish
dry, and know you’ll stay that way. Featuring the patented
Orvis SonicSeam® technology, all thread and stitch holes
are eliminated and seams are double reinforced, prolonging
the life of the waders dramatically. These are hard-wearing,
everyday waders for the serious angler. Main wader is made
of the same durable 4-layer nylon fabric as the Pack & Travel
waders, while the upper is a lighter weight 4-layer nylon,
the same fabric used in the Silver Label® Roll-downs. An
innovative suspension system allows you to convert them to
waist-highs without removing suspenders, a perfect feature
for warm spring afternoons. Front zippered pocket is highly
water resistant and an ideal storage place for fly boxes, while
a flip-out interior waterproof pocket can hold cameras, cell
phones, or fishing licenses. Attached gravel guards feature a
quick-drain panel to keep you moving. Strategically placed
lower leg seams run up the back of the wader, reducing
abrasion. Easy adjusting wader belt included. In overcast/
taupe. Outer shell: 100% nylon. Imported.
KM5H5E | men’s | $259
KM6X0P | women’s | $259 see all women’s waders on page 88

Silver Sonic Wader Sizes
Body Size
Small
Medium Short
Medium
Medium Long
Large Short
Large
Large Long
Large X-Long
XL Short
XL
XL Long
XL X-Long
XXL Short
XXL
*or largest girth

Chest* Inseam Bootie
Range
34-36 28-30
7-9
38-40 28-30
7-9
38-40 30-32
8-10
38-40 32-34
9-11
42-44 28-30
8-10
42-44 30-32
9-11
42-44 32-34
10-12
42-44 34-36
10-12
46-48 28-30
9-11
46-48 30-32
10-12
46-48 32-34
12-14
46-48 34-36
12-14
50-52 28-30
10-12
50-52 30-32
12-14

800-548-9548

Height Weight Range
Range
5'5"-5'8"
130-160
5'5"-5'8"
140-180
5'7"-5'10"
140-180
5'10"-6'1"
140-180
5'7"-5'10"
180-220
5'10"-6'2"
180-220
6'1"-6'4"
180-220
6'5"+
180-220
5'7"-5'10"
210-240
5'10"-6'2"
210-240
6'1"-6'4"
210-240
6'5"+
210-240
5'7"-5'10"
220-260
5'10"-6'3"
220-260

orvis.com
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Endura waders
					Season

A

five-layer
lower wader
for durability

See order form for all
wader sizes or go online at
orvis.com/waderchart
left- and
right-foot
sculpted
booties

A. Endura™ Stockingfoot Waders
Add a three-layer upper and a five-layer lower with back-seam construction and
you have one tough, but comfortable, wader to hold up to hard fishing. Low-profile
suspender buckles and belt buckle. Belt has stretch panel for added comfort. Three
integrated belt loops to keep belt in place. Flip-out pocket to store keys, wallet, fishing license, etc. Sculpted neoprene booties. In tan. Imported.
KM0G2L | $159

8
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you wƒnt to.
®
Ask any guide what the best part of their
job is, and they will most likely respond
with some form of this phrase: “Sharing
my passion with others.” Tim Linehan (at
left), the 2013 Orvis-Endorsed Guide of
the Year, lives for days such as this: blue
skies, great fishing, and the chance to
pass his enthusiasm on to his guests.
photo: Brian Grossenbacher

The award-winning
Silver Sonic
Convertible Top
Waders aren’t just
our best-selling
model, they’re also
the go-to waders for
Orvis employees all
over the world.

See order form for all
wader sizes or go online
at orvis.com/waderchart

converts to
waist-highs
without having
to remove the
suspenders

See the

Video
orvis.com/silversonic

Silver Sonic Convertible-Top Waders
There’s absolutely no need to be uncomfortable when
you fish. Our Silver Sonic Convertible-Top Waders
may not be as broken-in as your favorite pair of jeans,
but they do have one distinct advantage over denim:
They will keep you dry and comfortable all day long.
Built from a durable four-layer nylon, with a lightweight four-layer nylon upper; all seams are welded
shut. An innovative suspension system allows you to
convert them to waist-highs quickly and easily. With
a water-resistant front pocket, flip-out waterproof
pocket, and anatomically correct neoprene booties. In
overcast/taupe. Outer shell: nylon. Imported.
KM5H5E | $279

READ THE FLY-FISHING BLOG AT ORVISNEWS.COM
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wƒde like

Silver Sonic Zippered Wader
Our most technologically advanced wader just
met the zipper. Designed with convenience in mind,
the Silver Sonic Zippered Wader features a full-length
front YKK waterproof zipper and is made of a lightweight and durable 4-layer nylon fabric. All seams have
been completely sealed with our patented SonicSeam®
technology. With a highly water-resistant zippered front
pocket, removable waterproof internal pocket, and zippered handwarmer pockets. In overcast/taupe. Outer
shell: nylon. Imported.
KM7C99 | $425

6
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The life of a guide is one spent on
the water. It’s full of untangling
knots, tying on flies, rowing drift
boats, and working with customers
from all walks of life. It’s also one
of the most rewarding adventures
possible for those patient few who
love the rivers and fish as much as,
if not more than, anything else.

ORVIS WADERS 2014

photo: Brian Grossenbacher

NEW Silver Sonic Guide:
Tougher than your last three
pairs of waders. Combined.
Silver Sonic Guide Waders
The newest member of the Silver Sonic Wader family
is also the toughest. Wear them. Abuse them. They’ll keep
coming back for more. Built for the demanding rigors of
full-time fishing, the Silver Sonic Guide Waders are designed
to keep you dry and last longer than your last three pairs
of waders combined. Highly breathable and ultradurable,
the Silver Sonic Guides are up to 300% more abrasion
resistant and 40% more puncture resistant than the Silver
Sonic Convertible Tops. The lower wader features a highdensity four-layer breathable nylon, while the upper is the

same four-layer nylon used in the Convertible Top lowers.
Kangaroo-style handwarmer pocket with YKK water-resistant zippers. External storage pocket with tool dock.Y-style
padded yoke suspenders. Flip-out interior pocket and removable waterproof pocket. Attached self-fabric, reinforced gravel
guards with quick-drain panel. Anatomically correct, sculpted
neoprene booties. Strategically placed lower leg seams run
up the back of the wader, reducing abrasion. Easy-adjusting
wading belt included. In overcast/taupe. Expanded sizes, now
including extra long. Outer shell: 100% nylon. Imported.
KM2Y97 | $395

See order form for all wader sizes or go online at

orvis.com/waderchart
QUALITY AND SATISFACTION GUARANTEED
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